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Bounded Model Checking
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[BiereCimattiClarkeZhu’1999]

● look only for counter example made of k states “k” = bound

● simple for safety properties p invariantly true

● harder for liveness properties p eventually true

● compute and bound k by diameter

or
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How did Bounded Model Checking happen?

● 1997: interest and capacity of BDDs stalled but there were success stories of “other” techniques

CAV’97 in Haifa had an invited talk by Arne Borälv on

“The Industrial Success of Verification Tools Based on Stålmarck's Method”

● Edmund Clarke hired Yunshan Zhu and Armin Biere as Post-Docs with the job-description

Use SAT for Symbolic Model Checking! (YZ expert on Theorem Proving, AB on BDDs)

● struggled for 10 months to come up with something that could replace / improve on BDDs 

mainly looked at QBF back then (point was that we need to handle quantifiers to do image computation)

● Alessandro Cimatti came to an AI conference in Pittsburg and at lunch (at an Indian Restaurant)

we realized, that for planning they do not care about completeness

What if we apply this to model checking?  How to handle temporal logic?

● after one afternoon for the theory and 3 months of implementation, benchmarking, writing it up …



Symbolic Model Checking without BDDs*
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Abstract. Symbolic Model Checking [3, 14] has proven to be a powerful 
technique for the verification of reactive systems. BDDs [2] have traditionally 
been used as a symbolic representation of the system. In this paper we show 
how boolean decision procedures, like Stålmarck’s Method [16] or the Davis & 
Putnam Procedure [7], can replace BDDs. This new technique avoids the space 
blow up of BDDs, generates counterexamples much faster, and sometimes 
speeds up the verification. In addition, it produces counterexamples of minimal 
length. We introduce a bounded model checking procedure for LTL which 
reduces model checking to propositional satisfiability.We show that bounded 
LTL model checking can be done without a tableau construction. We have 
implemented a model checker BMC, based on bounded model checking, and 
preliminary results are presented.
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BMC

Source: Google Scholar, 28th June 2018
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BMC

Source: Google Scholar, 28th June 2018
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Source: Google Scholar, 28th June 2018

BMC
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BMC

Source: Google Scholar, 28th June 2018
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BMC

Source: Google Scholar, 28th June 2018
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Impact
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● widespread use in industry (EDA)
■ industry embraced bounding part immediately
■ original industrial reservations: using SAT vs ATPG
■ original academic reservations: incompleteness?

● BMC relies on efficient SAT (SMT) solving
■ breakthroughs in SAT:  CDCL '96, VSIDS '01, ...
■ encouraged investment in SAT / SMT research

● extensions to completeness
■ diameter checking, k-induction, interpolation
■ SAT based model checking without unrolling: IC3

● extensions to non-boolean domains
■ infinite state systems
■ bounding reduces complexity & increases decidability
■ software

CBMC



BMC as Enabler
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BMC for Software

● 2001: Edmund Clarke hired Daniel Kroening as Post-Doc

Use SAT for Software Model Checking! (expertise on Theorem Proving)

● 2002: First paper at a local Pittsburgh workshop: “Application Specific Higher Order Logic Theorem 

Proving”, featuring a “combination of Hoare Triple and Gentzen sequent”

● 2003: Paper on CBMC for HW/SW co-verification, first at ASP-DAC, then DAC

● 2004: Tool paper

● 2008: FShell Paper by Michael Tautschnig, while student in Helmut Veith’s group

● 2011: Daniel Kroening hired Michael Tautschnig as Post-Doc

● 2018: Release 5.9 -- diff to 5.8 has >300k lines
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Foto with Michael
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CBMC

Source: Google Scholar, 28th June 2018
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CBMC

Source: Google Scholar, 28th June 2018
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CBMC

Source: Google Scholar, 28th June 2018



Applied Impact of CBMC
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● 2011: HVC Award, recognizing the most promising academic and industrial contribution to the fields 

of testing and software and hardware verification from the preceding five years.

● 2014: CBMC overall winner of the Software Verification Competition (TACAS SV-COMP)

● Since 2014: BTC ships CBMC as part of their Embedded Tester product

● 2016: Diffblue Ltd spin-out founded

● 2017: CBMC best bug-finder in TACAS SV-COMP

● 2018: five of the six contestants in SV-COMP’s Concurrency category use CBMC or are forks of 

CBMC, eight of 21 tools participating in SV-COMP use CBMC or are forks

● Industrial users include Amazon, ARM, TATA, Toyota



Lessons
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● simple but very useful ideas are highly controversial

■ hard to get accepted (literally)

■ also got many comments of the sort:   we did this before …

■ main points: don’t be afraid,  make it work, show that it works!

● in retrospective

■ complexity classification considerations (so more theory)

might have been useful since we tried to use SAT for symbolic model 

checking without taking Savitch's theorem into account

■ but might also have prevented us going along that route ...



SAT Based Model Checking
● BMC
● k-induction
● Abstractions / CEGAR
● Interpolation
● IC3

Armin Biere, Daniel Kröning
SAT Based Model Checking

Handbook of Model Checking


